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The Wonder
Programme is an
innovative, playful
and powerful
way to unlock
your company’s
creativity.

Humans are naturally creative, but few
know how to harness it. Magicians
unlock creativity by shifting their
audience’s perspective of the world. This
programme does the same.
Abracademy’s Wonder Programme
shines a light on creative thinking,
exploring how magicians create the
impossible. We use the neuroscience
behind magic and how it stimulates
wonder in our brain to deliver a
collaborative and imaginative
programme. We unlock curiosity and
enhance creativity, enabling people to
dream big again.

What is
Wonder?
Wonder is something we feel and do. By
using magic as a tool to unlock the
mindset behind wonder, our programme
works on both.
This is what magic is.
wonder
noun
1. a feeling of amazement and admiration,
caused by something beautiful, remarkable,
or unfamiliar
verb
1. desire to know something; feel curious

This is what magic does.

Attributes
of the
Wonder
Mindset:

Head
Thinking differently

Hands
Imaginative play

Spirit
Curiosity in the
everyday

Heart
Openness to new
experiences and
each other

A programme to
unleash curiosity,
creativity and
wonder
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Ignite
You can’t read about the wonder of
magic. You have to experience it.
Part 1:

Experiencing Wonder
We plunge participants into a wow-inducing,
magical space. By actually experiencing the
wonder of magic, we lay the foundations for the
learning that follows.
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Unlock

Explore

We uncover core concepts of how
and why we perceive the world the
way we do, and the impact that has
on our creativity.

With a better understanding of how our
brains work, we start to get creative
through collaboration and
communication.

Part 2:

Part 3:

Set our minds free
Building on Part 1 of the
programme, we look at the
neuroscience behind the experience
of wonder and how that affects
the way we see the
world, and each other.
We look at how our
problem solving
brain unlocks
as soon as we
experience
wonder.

Dream the impossible
We show teams how they can work together
to encourage big dreams and imagine the
impossible. Together we built a toolkit to take
forward for use back at work.

Part 4:

Making it possible
Putting ideas into action with fun-filled maker
sessions. Teams get to invent their own magic
tricks, learning key agile methods of protoyping
and user testing to iterate and develop their tricks.
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Embed
Our grand finale! Teams reflect on their
experiences to consolidate their learning
and implement the Magic Mindset back
at work.
Part 5:

Wonder and you
We provide practical tips and tools to add
wonder into the work day. We leave teams
connected and aligned, ready to create the
impossible!

“Delivering
innovation in a fun
way brings us back
to when we could
dream big. We can
now translate those
dreams into reality.”
Gianluca Ena
Head of Account Management
Twitter

Benefits
Enhances creative skills
Provides tools to work
more collaboratively
Teaches creative principles
to apply to projects
Unlocks creative
confidence
Gives new understanding

of group dynamics and the
power of perception
Promotes a lifelong
learning mindset
Gives teams the courage to
explore innovation
Creates alignment and
synergy in teams
Improves motivation

2. Group dynamics

Meaningful
play
Our workshops draw from four areas of
expertise, which we blend to create a
playful and insightful learning journey.

1. The science of magic
We connect neuroscience and magic to uncover
how magic makes us believe in the impossible.

“The magician edits our perceptual
experience in real time”
Watching magic evokes many emotions curiosity, intrigue, inspiration... By shifting
attention and altering perception, magicians
stimulate our problem-solving brain.

As skilled facilitators, we know how groups
develop and behave. And we understand how to
work with the different needs that exist within
groups. This ensures our programmes have a
bonding and lasting impact.

3. Learning design
Our fantastic Learning Designers curate learning
journeys to achieve the relevant business
outcomes. Magic enhances the learning and adds
a wow factor!

4. Creativity
Creativity is in our blood and play is our favourite
form of expression. It’s a powerful way to help
people step out of their comfort zone and, in
doing so, learn and grow.

Case studies

The Mill

A programme to spark a new curiosity in an
already highly creative workforce. We helped
increase inner confidence and then enhanced
creativity through collaboration within the group.

Pivotal

A team building and tooling session for a digital
agency. Pivotal invited us to work with their own
facilitators as part of an internal event, bringing
teams together from their offices around the world.

Hearst Magazines

Unleashing inner magic to create a team with
excellent presentation and communication skills.
We shared magicians’ secrets of storytelling,
showmanship, attention control and whole-body
speaking to make the group super performers.

Twitter

Against a background of organisational change,
we worked with Twitter’s account managers to
reignite their innovation and creative thinking.

“A brilliantly
different approach
to creativity and
team building.”
Jack Wood
Account Manager
Twitter

If you want an innovative, playful
and powerful way to unlock your
company’s creativity, get in touch.
Let’s make magic together!

Get in touch

wonder@abracademy.com

